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James Nottingham’s Learning Pit

Too many of us avoid challenge

The EFFECTS OF CHOICE on intrinsic 

motivation and related outcomes

A meta-analysis of 41 studies

Patall, Cooper, & Robinson, 2008

Effect Size 0.02
(compared to the average of 0.40)

Picking easy means they

Ø Feel clever / talented

Ø Get lots of praise

Ø Finish quicker

Picking hard means they

Ø Feel frustrated

Ø Staff don’t like struggle

Ø Fear it will never end!

Students tend to choose easier options
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Too many of us avoid challenge

even though it’s helps us to learn

When learners do

well on a learning task, 

they are likely to forget 

things more quickly than 

if they do badly on the 

learning task.

Creating Desirable Difficulties To Enhance 
Learning (Bjork & Bjork, 1994 p. 193)

DESIRABLE DIFFICULTIES ENHANCE LEARNING

Too many of us avoid challenge

even though it’s helps us to learn

The most productive 

classrooms are those in 

which students work on 

complex problems, are 

encouraged to take risks, and 

can struggle and fail and still 

feel good about working on 

hard problems 

Boaler, 2015, p.177
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TRAIN HARD 

so that you can 

PLAY EASY

EASY is NOT 

BAD

Berwick upon Tweed

55.7702° N, 2.0054° W

Learn & Improve

Perform & Prove

Go 
through 
the pit

Too many of us avoid challenge

even though it’s helps us to learn

Overcoming challenges boosts 
confidence & self-efficacy

I’ll figure it out

(self-efficacy)

I like winning

I’m scared to lose
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Overcoming challenges boosts 
confidence & self-efficacy

Too many of us avoid challenge

(even though it’s good for us!)

People expect learning to be 
linear … but it rarely is!

This is difficult!

I can’t do it

It’s too hard

I don’t want to do it 
anymore

I want to quit

ü Try harder

ü Concentrate

ü Think about it

ü Ask a partner

ü Don’t give up

ü Get in a growth mindset!

Overcoming challenges boosts 
confidence & self-efficacy

Too many of us avoid challenge

(even though it’s good for us!)

People expect learning to be 
linear … but it rarely is!

ü Choose a strategy

ü Consider sequence or technique

ü Adapt effort, focus, frame of mind

ü Track your learning journey 

Concept

A
Concept

B
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1. Concept

2. Conflict

3. Construct

4. Consider

First responses

Questioning to identify complexities

Sorting, connecting, adapting

Rehearsing, applying, summarising

CONCEPT

CONFLICT

CONSTRUCT

CONSIDER

REAL
• You can see real things
•We just ‘know’ when 

things are real

We used a Real-Not Real 
continuum to show that the 
‘degree’ of ‘realness’ can 

vary depending on context

ü We can match our senses AND 
science to know what is real

ü Our senses should include our 

Sixth Sense
ü Wisdom and advice helps us too

‼ Real things can’t always be seen 
‼ Being seen doesn’t mean it’s real 

(what about magic tricks?)

‼ We can use our senses … but 
sometimes our senses deceive us

‼ Science can help … but science 
hasn’t found everything

What is REAL?
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CONCEPT

CONFLICT

CONSTRUCT

CONSIDER

BALANCE
• It’s not balanced
• The cheese is not the same as the 

banana and orange

Applied to algebra, for 
example 2x + 3y = 9y

ü A balance is like an algebra problem where you 
perform various operations to make it equal

ü When the two sides are balanced, it is the same 

as a problem with an = sign
ü To keep a problem balanced, you would need 

to do the same thing to each side

‼ Balance means the SAME on each side
‼ Two DIFFERENT objects can balance
‼ You can ADD to one side to balance

‼ You can TAKE AWAY to balance
‼ Objects can be SWAPPED to create balance

‼ The EQUALS sign means that an equation is balanced 

ALGEBRA!! 

CONCEPT

CONFLICT

CONSTRUCT

CONSIDER

CRUEL
• Doing mean things
• Upsetting or hurting 

someone/thing

What are the best ways to 
write a coherent answer to 
the NAPLAN question?

ü It depends!
ü The size, length of time, and 

purpose all make a difference

ü Some animals HAVE to be put in 
cages

ü The type of animal makes a big 
difference too

‼ Is it ALWAYS cruel to put an animal in a cage?
‼ How much difference does the size of the cage, 

the length of time in that cage, or the reason 

why they’ve been put in a cage make to the level 
of cruelty?

‼ Is cruelty sometimes necessary / right?

Is it CRUEL?
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Playful, SHARED LANGUAGE that can 
support conversations at home as well 

as in school

An ILLUSTRATION of the path often 
taken when learning (because we tend 

to get worse before we get better)

FOREWARNING of the journey that 
lies ahead to help plan, prepare & 

proceed strategically 

The 

Learning Pit is …

James Nottingham’s Learning Pit

Beware misleading imitations!
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Beware misleading imitations!
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The Learning 
Pit (2020)
Best introduction for 
all staff

De Leeruitdaging 
(2018)
Most in-depth guide to 
the Learning Pit, with 
lots of resources

Challenging Early 
Learning (2018)
Perfect for those 
teaching 3-7-year-olds

Secondary 
English 
Lesson ideas

Primary 

Schools
Lesson ideas

deleerkuil

“The Learning Pit books explain the complex in a 

way that is accessible and inviting. They help you cut 
through the urban myths and misinterpretations of 
research and focus instead on actions of high 

impact – all with great clarity and humour” 
(Professor Carol Dweck, 2019)

DOWNLOADABLE GRAPHICS

Graphics Slides

vimeo.com/224448260


